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Simple Funeral Arrangement: 
Standardised Price List for Comparison 
 
 
This Price List is only relevant to a family using our Simple Arrangement Service who is looking to 
compare our prices with those of a funeral director.  
 
Sun Rising is not a funeral director, but we do offer a Simple Arrangement Service for burial, 
carrying out all the necessary elements, so a family does not need to engage a funeral director.  
On that basis, we are required to offer a Standardised Price List by the Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA).  It is laid out according to the CMA template.  
 
Our Simple Arrangement Service includes all the necessary elements but no more, and as such the 
funeral can be very simple, low key and informal.  It does not include many of the services that a 
funeral director can provide.  For more information, please get in touch. 
 
 

 

ATTENDED FUNERAL  
Where a family and friends have a ceremony, event or service for the 
deceased person at the same time as they attend their burial.  This does not 
include the grave plot and interment fee. 
 

£1183 

Taking care of all necessary legal and administrative arrangements £180 

Collecting and transporting the deceased person from the place of death 
(within 15 miles of our mortuary in Brailes) into our mortuary care 

£300 

Care of the deceased person before and until the funeral in appropriate 
facilities 

£285 

Providing a suitable biodegradable coffin (the cost shown here is for a simple 
card coffin; other options include bamboo, willow and other woven materials, 
or unvarnished pine, with prices rising accordingly) 

£230 

Viewing of the deceased person in a chapel of rest not offered 

At a date and time agreed, bringing the deceased person direct to Sun Rising 
in a black hearsette £188 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Just let us know what you require, and we can let you know if we are able to accommodate your 
needs or wishes, and what the costs would be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prices valid from 1 January 2023.  Products and Prices may be subject to change without notice.    

UNATTENDED FUNERAL  
Where a family and friends do not attend their burial, the fees are as above. 

£1183 

FEES YOU MUST PAY 

Burial Fee: this fee is also called the Interment fee, and is the charge made for 
digging and closing a new grave.  It is the same for a local resident or an 
individual coming from out of the area. 

£620 

For a new grave: the cost of a Full Grave plot £730 

There may be other fees, for example, for a Saturday burial, a burial at short notice, for use of 
further car parking, for use of the coffin bier or for more time taken at Sun Rising.  

ADDITIONAL FUNERAL DIRECTOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

Additional mileage (price per mile) £1 

Additional transfers of the deceased person’s body Not offered 

Collection or delivery of ashes 
Price on 
Request 

Embalming 
Not 

permitted 

Funeral officiant (celebrant, minister of religion) 
Price on 
Request 

Services supplied outside normal office hours 
Price on 
Request 


